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 Isabella Leonarda, in her Nme, was a very prolific composer. Isabella was born in 1

Novara, Italy on Sept 6, 1620, to a prominent Novarese family. When she turned sixteen, she 
was entered into the Ursuline convent where she lived the rest of her life. She was beloved and 
well liked; she was also a nun like Hildegarde of Bingen. Isabella wrote lots of sacred music 
including the sacred motet which is my focus in this paper. She wrote Motet op.6 #8 called “O 
Domine”. Isabella wrote this song in VeneNa, Italy. This motet was wriAen in the Baroque era 
meaning that vocal ornamentaNon was completely different from the 21st century. Since 
musicians don’t know exactly what is historically accurate, singers look towards sources that can 
give clues as to how a piece might have been sung.  Looking at pieces before singers start to 
learn the music can help determine appropriate uses of vocal ornamentaNon such as using 
vibrato, trills, and other forms of vocal arNculaNon to decorate this song to create a beAer 
performance. This paper will discuss important performance pracNces such as whether singers 
would have used straight voice or vibrato, what types of vocal ornamentaNon would singers 
have used such as trills and how to include liAle personal touches to performance pracNces.  

  Vocal pedagogists have debated about whether performers would have used a straight 
tone or vibrato to ornament a piece in the Baroque period. This is a highly debated topic 
because there isn’t much informaNon about vibrato. To begin vibrato is a fluctuaNon of a single 
pitch, mostly described by the number of oscillaNons between each pitch. James Stark states, 2

“He did not think of vibrato as an ornamentaNon in the “add on” sense, but rather as something 
that occurs in pracNcally all the tones of arNsNc singing, thus enhancing the culNvated voice as 
normal occurrence” Vibrato is a naturally occurring in the voice when singing.  It’s more likely 
that vibrato was part of singing back when this piece was performed because vibrato is a natural 
occurrence in the voice. EssenNally because vibrato is part of the vocal apparatus that you 
physically cannot take out vibrato from the voice. Which means that singers back in the 17th 
century would have a least had some vibrato but could cut it back a liAle to maintain a straight 
tone voice. Though this has been debated on whether it really does hurt a singer’s voice when 
they sing without vibrato. John Nix, a very prominent figure in the vocal world, has taught in lots 
of universiNes and worked at the NaNonal Center for voice. John Nix did a study on singers 3

about their voice faNgue aber singing in a lesson. The singers reported on who taught them 
their lesson, how long their lessons were, and what environment they sang in. The results 
showed that there was not a lot of difference between singing with vibrato and non-vibrato 
singing. This impacts how singers might have been taught to sing back in the 1600s because 
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vocal teachers might have taught them to use vibrato or non-vibrato based on how they 
thought it would affect their singer’s vocal health. Most Nmes singers would use a secNon 
where the vibrato could be most heard, in this case this secNon would be where they would 
hold longer notes. Vibrato is more difficult to hear in a more rhythmic and faster paced pieces. 
Vibrato is oben used in every note. The secNon below would be a great spot for vibrato because 
it’s a slower secNon with half notes and quarter notes.  Most vocal teachers will have their 
students use vibrato to have make a conNnuous flow through out this phrase.  

 

 There have been others who have also shared their opinions about vibrato. Frederick K. 4

Gable wrote an arNcle on performance pracNce in the Baroque period. He states that in the 
Baroque period, singers had more natural vibrato and that it was only for ornamentaNon. He 
says that most students now are being forced to sing with vibrato when it never occurred 
naturally in the first place. In some ways he might be right. Maybe vibrato was used only as 
ornamentaNon or maybe it really does occur in the natural voice. Using vibrato back then may 
have also depended on the composer. Later, is a direct quote from Giulio Caccini that talks 5

about how he preferred his singers not to cover up the piece and other stylisNc features 
because of the vibrato in the singer’s voice. This is a hard topic to discuss especially when we do 
not know everything that happened during those Nme periods 

 A spot to consider that might have been sung with a straight voice is measure 76. 
Vibrato normally sustains one note but here the notes are so fast it would be difficult to hear 
vibrato in these spots especially because it was considered an ornamentaNon.  
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 There are many types of ornamentaNons that can be used in a performance among 
those are gloAal, trills, and others that will be menNoned in this essay. First opNon to be used is 
gloAal. A gloss is the space between the vocal folds. For example, if the singer sat and said “uh, 
oh” the gloAal would be the uh, where the vocal folds are closed and then the oh would be the 
release and the singer would be back at a normal release. Thus, creaNng a gloAal. Oben a gloAal 
is used right before a word with that starts with a vowel. Isabella Leonarda has spots where 
singers can do gloAal. Such as this example below.  

 

In measure 168, the phrase stops for a rest. This would be an appropriate place in the music for 
a gloAal stop because right aber the rest, the piece starts on “ah”. This has a vowel at the start 6

of the word so this would be a perfect stop for a gloAal. It would be a good stop because people 
naturally release the air as they say “ah”.  The gloAal is a great way to change the color of the 
Nmbre of a singer’s voice. ChrisNan T Herbst and Jan G Svec say this about gloAal “The most 7

obvious method for voice Nmbre control is via the sound modifiers, that is, arNculaNon by 
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introducing changes into the vocal tract shape” A gloAal would be considered a sound modifier 
and was a great addiNon to singers back then and now.  

Another example of vocal ornamentaNon is trills.  A trill is when an original note is adjacent to 8

a note that is a half-step above and the voice is used to oscillate between those adjacent notes.   
A trill is normally higher than the pitch which helps us differenNate between vibrato and a trill. 
This technique takes lots of skills and pracNce. Vibrato is normally less than a half a step away 9

from the original note, as well as vibrato can go below the note while a trill can only be above 
the note. While a trill is a half-step away from the original note. In this example below, measure 
53 the last note is a “C#” and goes to a “D”, because they are only a half-step apart singers could 
use a trill here as ornamentaNon. This was normally an ornamentaNon done at the end of the 
any piece or phrase. Lots of composers would use them in not only vocal music but also 
instrumental music.  

 

This spot would be perfect for a trill. Oben in the Baroque period it would be used to ornament 
certain spots. This spot in parNcular ends a phrase which demands a grand ending thus singers 
would enter a trill to portray the grand ending. Most pieces in the Baroque period would use a 
trill at the end of a phrase.  

 Tremolo is another ornamentaNon that was used in the Baroque era. Tremolos would 10

have been used to propel a singer from their chest voice to their head voice. This would create a 
much beAer transiNon for singers. Moving from the chest voice and head voice normally is 
around “B” for most singers. This transiNon can be unruly if not contained properly. Singers 
would use a tremolo to help alleviate the awkwardness between those two voices. Tremolos are 
also like vibrato because the technique is backed up by the same voicing mechanisms. With a 
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tremolo it is mostly about volume because of this aAribute singers can overcome the harshness 
of changing voices. For example, just like people must run before they jump over something, 
singers need to get up to the appropriate speed before they change voices. Of course, this does 
not mean that singers can rush through the phrase or that this secNon should turn harsh 
because of the volume of this technique. However, this technique should sNll be noNceable.  

 

Above in measure 77, singers have an opportunity to ramp up before they need to change from 
their chest voice to their head voice. Just before is stepwise moNon to help singers prepare but 
as they get to measure 78 singers must already be prepped to sing the “d”. However, singers 
who try this technique must be aware that increasing the volume to change voices, doesn’t not 
mean be extremely loud. This means take Nme to crescendo and have a clear site for what 
singers are reaching for. This is a great technique to use, and it requires skill and clear intenNon 
besides just vibrato to ace this technique. Emil Behnke, he was a nineteenth century voice 11

teacher said “I need scarcely add that there is yet another kind of tremolo, which, being 
absolutely under the control of the performer, is one of chief ornaments of song, and to which 
the observaNons just made in no way apply.” This states that tremolo is a technique hard to 
master but if done correctly could sound amazing in any piece.  

 Crescendos and decrescendos elevate a piece from boring to very interesNng. However, 
placing them in the right places is essenNal. Lots of Nmes the rhythm will indicate when it’s Nme 
to change from sob to loud. Caccini said this about singing, “that a singer should sing his clear 
and natural voice, avoiding feign tunes of notes, and should save his breath, not for these 
offensive sounds but to give the greater spirit to the increasing and diminishing of the voice…”  12

Caccini knew the importance of being sob and loud in a piece because of this he wanted singers 
to avoid fluff with the voice. In measure 83, there is a great spot to crescendo and decrescendo.  
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From above this spot would be a great place to crescendo as they sing “consolare Je” and then 
decrescendo at “su quaeso”. The reason this would be a great spot is because the words mean 
“Jesus comfort me”, it’s almost a pleading from the individual. As singers decide how to sing, the 
words of a song help us know how to ornament the song.  

 ImplemenNng your own style is so important. Musicians are trained from a very young 
age to sing the notes of the page and nothing more. What if singers sang how they wanted to 
sing the song. That’s how singers sang back in the day. For example, many stars were able to 
ornament the song the way they felt was necessary. So how come students are taught to sing 
the notes straight. Maybe it’s because singers need to learn technique before hand but aber 
technique adding the singer’s own touches to a piece is important. Pieces will never be exactly 
historically accurate because there are no recordings or a lot of indicaNons because 
ornamentaNon was not wriAen back then. However, singers have the freedom to choose how 
they want to sing the song. Emily C Eagen, wrote a dissertaNon on how she felt figuring out 13

her voice and how she was taught. This is what she says” Although the voice is housed in the 
body and is entangled with the singer using it, the singer is sNll an “interpreter” of the voice, 
one step removed from being synonymous with the self. Oben, singers move out of the way of 
their voice but forget that people are interconnected to their voice. This makes it physically 
impossible to move out of the way of the voice. This points to the fact that singers and people in 
general have unique features in their voices that can’t be removed. With that in mind, singers 
can experiment and make the song to fit their voice. Obviously not changing everything about it 
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or else it wouldn’t be the composer’s piece anymore but some to make the unique voice stand 
out.  

 Vocal ornamentaNon in the Baroque period can someNmes be a hard topic because they 
are so many different subjects within this broad topic. As well as there are so may opinions 
about what is historically accurate and what is not. There are lots of sources that are out there, 
but no one knows what happened back then. Luckily at this point lots of music was wriAen 
down but it’s not like it is now where every notaNon is wriAen down. Discussed in the 
paragraphs we talked about a lot of vocal ornamentaNon that made its way through the 
Baroque era. Those ornamentaNon included vibrato, gloAal stops, trills, tremolo, and adding 
personal style to the music. Overall, these were what made Baroque music so good and 
conNnues to do so through the ages because of how classic they are. However, style conNnues 
to change through centuries, and it should be embraced as well.  
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